
1. The 2 paragraphs below have spelling, punctuation and grammar errors. Carefully study and 

rewrite the paragraphs by correcting the errors. 

 A. 

        

 

 

 

________________________________________________________________________________  

________________________________________________________________________________  

________________________________________________________________________________  

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________  

 

 

B. I luv going to the mountens in sumer vakation. It is quiet coool their. There are beatiful tres valleys 

streams and hills to see. You can climb tham if you love adventure. Your can also go fore horse 

riding. Or you kan just take pictures off the scenery 

________________________________________________________________________________  

________________________________________________________________________________  

________________________________________________________________________________  

________________________________________________________________________________  

________________________________________________________________________________  

 

2. Choose the correct options to fill in the blanks with the correct degree of adjectives. 

a. Your performance was__________ (good) than mine.   

b. Kashmir is the__________ (beautiful) place of India.  

WORKSHEET 2.2 

CLASS: V LEVEL:2 

SUBJECT: ENGLISH TOPIC: ( CB-T2 PORTION),  Vocabulary and 

Grammar 

Myself chintoo Sharma. I used to gat latee for school. 

because I get up Late. My birthday is in 7th august My 

father give me a alarm clock as birthday git. Now, I will 

set the alrm and reach scool on timee  What about you 



3. Complete the sentences by using much/many/each/every. 

a. How______ milk do you want in your coffee? 

b. This hotel has _________ rooms. _______ has got a separate room 

heater. 

 

 

4. Complete the paragraph using a or an.                         

Does ______ ostrich really stick its head in the sand to hide 

from_______ enemy? The answer is no with ______ interesting 

reason. What this tall bird does on sensing danger is to lie flat on the 

ground with its neck almost horizontal. The enemy may not spot the 

ostrich from ________ distance and it may be mistaken for_____ 

bush. If the danger is close by, the ostrich will take off and run as fast 

as 65 km _________  hour though it can’t fly. If concerned, it gives 
_______ swift hard kick. _______ ostrich burying its head in sand to 

escape attention is ______ metaphor for people who ignore rather 

than face a problem. 

 

5. Answer the following questions. 

a. Why  did the Sherpa want Arunima to turn back? What was Arunima’s reply? What qualities of 
Arunima’s character did he glimpse in the reply?  

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

b. How did Nag enter Teddy’s house? What frightened Rikki- tikki when he saw him ? 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________  

________________________________________________________________________________  

 

Q.6. Frame sentences on the following words. (Note: You can refer to the Vocabulary Enrichment 

Slides of August but do not copy the sentences from the slides) 

 

1. considerate 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. carefree 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. conceited 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. grumpy 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. sly 

________________________________________________________________________________ 



         

 

        

 

           


